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Who are we?
InvestEngine is a UK-incorporated company, InvestEngine (UK) Limited, which is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

We provide investment management and investment execution services. We do this through
investment portfolios with different features to meet your needs. InvestEngine offers two types
of services:

● DIY (or Execution-only): Where you make your own investment decisions
● Managed (or Discretionary): Where our expert investment team

recommends and then manages your portfolio for you

With both, InvestEngine also acts as your custodian using the CREST securities depository
and NatWest Bank – keeping your investment assets and cash in segregated client accounts
separate from InvestEngine’s own investments and cash.

This Key Features document provides important information on our Managed Portfolio service
to help you to decide whether its products and accounts are right for you. You should read this
document carefully so that you understand what service you are receiving and the risks and
benefits associated with the service.

If you are unsure whether our Managed Portfolio service and its products, accounts, features,
investment options and charges are right for you then you should take appropriate financial
advice. InvestEngine is not authorised to give you financial or investment advice.
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The Key Features document includes the following sections:

1. What is a Managed Portfolio?
2. GIA Features
3. Additional ISA Features
4. Portfolio Selection and Simplified Advice
5. Our Portfolios
6. Important information/Fees and Charges
7. Risk Disclosures

1.  What is a Managed Portfolio?
InvestEngine’s Managed Portfolio is a selection of investments which is looked after by our
investment team, choosing appropriate holdings, asset allocations and risk tolerances to suit
your desired investment objectives. Our investment team tracks the performance of your
investments, and if required rebalances or reallocates the portfolio to bring it into line with your
desired performance target and risk objectives.

This differs from our DIY Portfolio service, where you are entirely in charge and must manage
the risk and performance of your own portfolio.

The benefits of a Managed Portfolio are:

● Managed by a team of investment specialists
● Low management fees
● We provide simplified investment advice, where your investment objectives, risk appetite,

knowledge and experience are assessed to tell you your optimal portfolio. let someone
else do the work

● You can set your own risk level and let someone else do the work
● Investment strategy adapts to changing market and economic conditions

Some aspects of our Managed Portfolio to bear in mind:

● You will not be able to choose your own investments
● Rebalancing will happen periodically, after which you will receive notification of the

securities bought and sold for your portfolio
● Portfolios are made up of exchange-traded funds (ETFs) not shares or securities of

individual trading companies
● We only provide simplified advice in respect to your portfolio, and do not take account of

all of your circumstances. For full financial advice, you should contact an independent
financial advisor.
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If you select an InvestEngine Managed Portfolio, as an individual you can invest via an
InvestEngine Personal Account or an InvestEngine ISA. If you are a company, you can invest
via our Business Account. The features of each are explained below.

2.  GIA (Personal or Business) Features
Our General Investment Account (or GIA) is a simple investment account with no special tax
treatment applying to it. It will act like a normal Managed Portfolio and you should consider the
tax implications of your gains or losses. This may include income tax, capital gains tax (CGT) or
for corporates, corporation tax.

Key Info for your Managed GIA

GIA accessibility

● Can I open a GIA? You may open and invest in a Personal account with us if you
are resident in the UK and aged 18 or over or a Business Account if you are a UK
based company. We cannot open accounts for those who live overseas, including
Ireland.

● Is the GIA right for me? Our GIA could be right for you if you:

o Are looking to build up a portfolio of investments

o Understand that growth/income is not guaranteed and are willing to take
the risk of investment losses

o Want unrestricted access to your money

o Desire access to a range of investment opportunities

o Are looking for a long-term investment

● How will I know which Portfolio to choose? When you onboard, we will ask you
to go through our Investor Questionnaire which will consist of some questions to
assess which portfolio would be optimal for you.

● Do I need to select the suggested Portfolio? You may select any of our Managed
Portfolios, but we have suggested the one most suitable based on the answers you
have provided. Note you must provide the most accurate information possible in our
questionnaire, otherwise you may receive an unsuitable suggested portfolio.

Terms & Conditions

● Where can I find your terms and conditions? Our terms and conditions can be
found in https://investengine.com/terms

InvestEngine (UK) Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN 801128)
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● What are the charges? InvestEngine’s only charge is a management fee of 0.25% a
year, but the ETFs you invest in have their own charges and buy/sell spreads. More
details on our GIA charges are explained on our website
https://investengine.com/costs/

Contributions

● How can contributions be made? Once your GIA is set up you can pay via bank
transfer, faster payments or single and/or regular (direct debit) contributions. You can
make contributions to your GIA via your Nominated Bank Account.

● Are there any contribution minimums or limits? Our initial minimum contribution
is £100.00. There is no maximum contribution limit.

● Can I make regular contributions? You can make regular contributions through
your Nominated Bank Account or you can set up a direct debit to be paid into your
GIA monthly.

● Will I receive interest on any uninvested cash? You will not receive interest on
any cash held in your GIA account.

Transfers

● Can I transfer existing GIA investments to you? You can transfer your existing
GIA (or similar account), in cash, into us. In order to do this, you can get in touch with
us and request a transfer in form, or you may contact your current provider and
request a transfer out. The transfer must be in the form of a cash payment and in this
case, you will have to sell all of the investments held under your current GIA before
the transfer is completed to us. Doing so may incur Capital Gains Tax charges; if you
are in any doubt about the suitability of a transfer into the GIA you should contact a
qualified financial adviser.

● Can I transfer my GIA held with you to another GIA provider? You can transfer
the value of your GIA to another provider at any time. In order to do this, you can
request a transfer form by submitting a request via our website contact form.

Withdrawals

● Can I withdraw money from my GIA? The GIA is intended to be a long-term
investment. However, you can withdraw cash from your GIA at any time. You can
either withdraw the full balance held in your GIA or withdraw part of the balance. If
you request a withdrawal of cash that is already in your portfolio, this will generally be
sent the same day. If you are selling investments to withdraw cash it will take 2 or
more business days for the sale proceeds to be available for withdrawal.

● Are withdrawals free? We do not charge you for any withdrawals that you make.

InvestEngine (UK) Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN 801128)
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● How long after I process my withdrawal will I receive my money? You will
generally receive your money in your nominated bank account within 1 business day
of requesting the cash withdrawal.

Tax Implications - Individuals

● Do I pay tax on any dividends? InvestEngine does not deduct tax from your
dividends but you may have a tax liability depending on your individual
circumstances. For Individuals If your total dividend income from all sources
(excluding ISAs and other tax-free accounts) is below your annual dividend
allowance then no tax will be due on your dividends. But any dividend income that
exceeds your annual allowance will be subject to tax at the applicable dividend tax
rate for your personal circumstances. For further information we recommend that you
speak to a qualified tax adviser.

● Will I be subject to Capital Gains Tax (CGT)? You may have to pay CGT on
realised gains from the sale of your investments, if your overall gains from all sources
(net of losses) exceed your annual tax-free allowance. Note that rebalancing your
portfolio involves crystallising gains and losses, which may create a CGT liability.
Gains and losses from your investments with InvestEngine are detailed in the annual
Capital Gains Tax Report we send you. For further information we recommend that
you speak to a qualified tax adviser.

Tax Implications - Companies

● Will I be subject to Corporation Tax? InvestEngine doesn’t deduct tax from income
or capital gains on your Business Account. However, your business may need to pay
tax on these investment returns. If you are investing as a UK-based company, your
returns are subject to the UK corporation tax regime. This means that interest income
(from bond ETFs, for example) and realised gains (net of losses) are potentially liable
for corporation tax. However, dividend income (from equity ETFs, for example) is
usually exempt from corporation tax. InvestEngine portfolios generally earn both
interest income and dividend income.

Investments and Statements

● What Investments will be made on my account? We will invest in the ETFs in our
securities universe.

● Am I guaranteed a return on my investment within my GIA? As is the case with
any investment the value may rise or fall. Please ensure that you are aware of both
the risks and benefits before opening an account with us.

● Are my investments protected? We hold your money and investments in
segregated accounts, separate from our own, in line with the Financial Conduct
Authority’s Client Money and Custody rules. When you transfer money into your GIA,
these will be received directly into a client bank account held with NatWest Bank Plc
or another approved bank at the discretion of InvestEngine. Your money is
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segregated in a client bank account at all times, whilst your investments are held in a
pooled account at CREST separate from the firm's own investments.

● Are there any compensation arrangements covering my GIA? The Financial
Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS) may provide protection if InvestEngine
cannot meet claims made against it or if investments or money cannot be returned. If
you are eligible, the maximum level of compensation for claims against firms
declared in default on or after 1 April 2019 is £85,000 per person per firm.

Further information about the compensation arrangements is available from the
FSCS website at www.fscs.org.uk

● Can I obtain up-to-date valuations? Yes. You can check the value of your holdings
at any time through the InvestEngine app or your online account. You can also find
further information on the performance of your GIA via the app or your online
account.

● Will I receive statements regularly? You will receive statements from us on a
quarterly basis. The statements will detail any investments that you hold and have
bought or sold as well as any uninvested cash.

Cancellation

● Can I cancel my GIA? You have a legal right to cancel your GIA if you change your
mind in accordance with our Terms & Conditions for Clients Section 20. This will give
you the right to cancel your GIA within 30 days of your application being accepted.
Your GIA will be invested in assets during this period. If you choose to cancel your
GIA during the cancellation period, any investments held will be sold and we will
return any contributions or transfers. In the case of a transfer, the previous provider
might not accept the funds back. The amount to be repaid may be less than the
amount paid to us if the value of the investment has fallen at the time it is sold or
where we have deducted any applicable charges.

Complaints

● How do I complain? If you feel dissatisfied with any aspect of our service,
please write to us at complaints@investengine.com or at Office 327, The
Metal Box Factory, 30 Great Guildford Street, London Street, London SE1
0HS.

We will deal with your complaint in line with our complaints procedure as is
detailed in https://investengine.com/complaints/.
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3.  Additional ISA Features
Our Individual Saving Account (ISA) is similar to our Personal Account for individuals, but
benefits from the government’s ISA scheme which is designed to encourage saving through tax
incentives.

Key Info for your Managed ISA

All questions and answers in relation to the Managed GIA are also applicable to the Managed
ISA with the exception of the following:

● Tax Implications

● Contribution Limits

● Cancellations

If you can’t find your answer here, be sure to check our GIA features above.

ISA accessibility

Is the ISA right for me? Our ISA could be right for you if you:

● Are looking to build up a portfolio of investments and enjoy a tax-free return

● Understand that growth is not guaranteed and you may lose some of your
investment

● Want unrestricted access to your money

● Desire access to a range of investment opportunities

● Are looking for a long-term investment

Contributions

● Who can pay contributions into my ISA? You can contribute to an InvestEngine
ISA if you are aged 18 or over and are resident in the UK. Once your ISA is set up
you can make single and/or regular (direct debit) contributions. You may only
contribute a maximum of £20,000 in any given tax year across all of your ISA
accounts with us and any other providers.

● Are there any contribution minimums or limits? Our initial minimum contribution
is £100. The contribution limit is £20,000 across all your ISA accounts with us and
any other providers.

● How can I make contributions? You can make contributions to your ISA via your
Nominated Bank Account. We accept payments via bank transfer or our easy-to -use
open banking solution.
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● Can I make regular contributions? You can make regular contributions through
your Nominated Bank Account or you can set up a direct debit to be paid into your
ISA monthly.

● Will you tell me if you’ve gone over my contribution limit? We will only stop you
putting more than £20,000 into your ISA with us. We will not track any deposits or
funding into other ISA accounts which may form part of your ISA limit, and this
remains your responsibility.

Tax Implications

● Do I pay tax on any dividends or gains within my ISA? Any investments held
within an ISA are free of income tax and capital gains tax (CGT).

Transfers

● Can I transfer existing ISA investments to you? You can transfer existing ISAs to
us, in cash. To do this, request a transfer form by submitting a request via our
website contact form. The transfer must be in the form of a cash payment which will
require selling the investments in your existing provider’s ISA before transfer to us.

● Can I transfer my ISA held with you to another ISA provider? Yes, you can
transfer the value of your ISA to another provider at any time. In order to do this, you
can request a transfer form by submitting a request via our website contact form.

Cancellation

● Can I cancel my ISA? You have a legal right to cancel your ISA if you change your
mind in accordance with our Terms & Conditions for Clients Section 22. This will give
you the right to cancel your ISA within 30 days of your application being accepted.
Your ISA will be invested in assets during this period. If you choose to cancel your
ISA during the cancellation period, any investments held will be sold and we will
return any contributions or transfers. In the case of a transfer, the previous provider
might not accept the funds back. The amount to be repaid may be less than the
amount paid to us if the value of the investment has fallen at the time it is sold or
where we have deducted any applicable charges.

● Can my ISA be closed or voided? If your ISA is cancelled within 30 days, we will
treat the ISA as voided – meaning it will not count as your ISA for the current tax
year. You may then go and open an ISA with another provider.
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4. Portfolio Selection and Simplified Advice
By completing our Investment Questionnaire we will provide you with an optimal portfolio, which
we believe would be most suitable for you based on a high level assessment of your investment
objectives, risk appetite, knowledge and experience.

How does it work?

When you open a Managed Portfolio, we will ask you a series of questions to determine your
investment objectives, appetite for risk and knowledge and experience regarding investment.
We will take this information to recommend our most suitable model portfolio to you.

Once complete, we will send you an email confirming your optimal portfolio and why we have
recommended it. We will require you to re-answer the questions annually to ensure that the
optimal portfolio remains suitable for you.

What types of products will you recommend?

We will only recommend our own model portfolios in either Growth or Income, depending on
your desired mandate type. These portfolios consist of ETFs only. The service provided is a
discretionary service which means that we will build, manage and rebalance your portfolio on
your behalf, in line with our allocations and risk weightings in Section 5.

Our simplified advice is both restricted and streamlined; this means that we do not recommend
any other product than our own managed portfolios, and will consider only the criteria laid out in
our investment questionnaire, not your wider financial needs, circumstances or other
investments. For wider financial or investment advice, you should get in touch with an
Independent Financial Advisor.

Do I need to select the recommended portfolio?

You may select any of our Managed Portfolios, but we have recommended the one most
suitable based on the answers you have provided. Please provide the most accurate answers
you can, otherwise your recommended portfolio may not be optimal.
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5. Our Portfolios

Investing can be complicated. With our InvestEngine Managed Portfolios we try and make investing as easy as possible, but it’s still important that
you know what you are investing into. The information below gives an outline of our portfolios based on the information from last quarter (1st
September 2022).

Please note that this data is subject to change, as we may choose to rebalance or reallocate the portfolio to bring it into line with your desired
performance target and risk objectives. For more information on investment risks, see section 6.

Asset Class Breakdown – This table shows the underlying split of investments that our ETF portfolios invest into. These are split into three main
asset classes: Equities, Fixed Income and Alternatives. Each asset class is broken down further, to show the specific areas within that asset class
that each portfolio is invested in.

Asset Class
Breakdown G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 Income 1 Income 2 Income 3

Equities 45.3% 50.7% 56% 60% 65.35% 70.1% 74.95% 79.5% 84.95% 90.15% - - 17.5%
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Fixed Income 49.7% 44.3% 39% 35% 29.65% 24.9% 20.05% 15.5% 10.05% 4.85% 100.0% 100.0% 82.5%

Alternatives 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% - - -

Commodities 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% - - -

Regional Breakdown – This table shows the split of geographical areas of the assets that each portfolio is invested in. Note that all ETFs that
InvestEngine currently invests in are listed on UK exchanges, but the underlying assets that these ETFs invest in are split into the geographical
areas below.

Regional
Breakdown G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 Income 1 Income 2 Income 3

United Kingdom 12.48% 11.55% 10.63% 8.32% 7.7% 6.69% 6.87% 3% 3.2% 3.4% 21.3% 37.0% 24.4%

Europe ex-UK 8.36% 8.56% 8.75% 8.84% 9.11% 9.29% 8.43% 8.35% 8.83% 9.34% 17.5% 20.6% 16.3%

North America 68.43% 68.53% 68.64% 67.43% 67.57% 69.41% 70.01% 71.68% 71.64% 70.64% 46.7% 31.9% 43.8%
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Asia ex-Japan 2.9% 3.13% 3.36% 3.51% 3.75% 3.55% 3.59% 3.8% 4.05% 4.3% 1.3% 0.9% 0.8%

Japan 1.72% 1.71% 1.71% 1.6% 1.62% 1.62% 1.18% 1.23% 1.31% 1.4% 2.1% 0.0% 0.0%

Emerging Markets 3.59% 3.89% 4.19% 6.38% 6.39% 6.39% 6.3% 7.53% 6.93% 6.92% 1.3% 5.7% 8.4%

Rest of the World 2.53% 2.63% 2.73% 3.93% 3.87% 3.87% 3.63% 4.41% 4.04% 4.02% 9.8% 3.9% 6.3%

Portfolio Summary

Portfolio G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 Income 1 Income 2 Income 3

Estimated Yield
Due to ETF accumulation share classes, any 12 month estimated yield figure is not indicative of income

performance 1.46% 2.83% 3.45%

No. of ETFs 13 13 13 17 17 18 15 14 14 14 10 8 9
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Total Expense
Ratio 0.14% 0.14% 0.15% 0.17% 0.17% 0.17% 0.17% 0.18% 0.18% 0.18% 0.19% 0.28% 0.35%

● Estimated Yield – The estimated and variable amount of earnings (including interest earned and dividends) of the portfolio over a 12
month period. The figure is the average of the estimated yields of the ETFs in the portfolio and expressed as a % of amount invested.
Yields will also vary as ETF prices go up and down in the stock market. If we change the ETFs your portfolio is invested in, that could also
affect the portfolio’s yield.

● No. of ETFs – The number of different ETFs in each portfolio.

● Total Expense Ratio – A measure of the total expected operating costs relative to the value of the assets in the portfolio. This figure is
calculated by dividing the operating costs (such as management costs and audit costs) by the value of the assets in the portfolio and
expressed as a %.
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6. Important Information
Before you open an account with us you must ensure that you understand the features,
benefits and risks of our Managed GIA and ISAs. Remember that you are responsible for
the investment decisions. You must provide us with any information we require when
setting up the GIA/ISA and agree to be bound by our Terms & Conditions for Clients.

The value of investments held in your GIA/ISA can fall as well as rise. You may get back less
than the amount you invest. Past performance is not an indication of future performance and
investments may need to be held for the long term to achieve a return.

If, after considering the risks, you have any doubts about the suitability of our GIA/ISA or if
you need further advice then you should contact a qualified financial adviser. Your tax
liability will depend on your own individual circumstances, including your country of
residence for tax purposes. If you are unsure about your own tax situation you should
contact a qualified tax adviser.

Fees and Charges

At InvestEngine, we keep our fees low and simple. With our Managed Portfolios, we charge just
0.25% a year for managing your investments — among the most competitive in the industry.

There are no set-up fees, no withdrawal fees and no dealing fees. The only other charges you
will pay are on the underlying ETF investments. More on ETF costs at
www.investengine.com/faq/etfs/. You can also find information on the latest average ETF costs
and our fee calculator, to show you the total cost of investing in our Managed Portfolios.

Example

If you invest £10,000 in an InvestEngine Managed portfolio, your InvestEngine fees would be
just £25 a year.

If you include the average costs for the ETFs we invest in, your estimated total costs would be
£47 a year (just £3.92 a month) for a Growth portfolio. If instead you invest £10,000 in an
InvestEngine Income portfolio, your estimated total costs would be £57 a year (just £4.75 a
month).
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Managed
Portfolio

InvestEngine
Management
Fee

Average
ETF
Charge

ETF
Spread
costs

Total
Annual
Cost

£ cost
based on
10,000
invested

Growth 0.25% 0.15% 0.07% 0.47% £47

Income 0.25% 0.25% 0.07% 0.57% £57

7. Risk Disclosures
This risk disclosure statement describes certain risks identified by InvestEngine (UK) Limited
(‘InvestEngine’) in relation to investments generally and in relation to the services provided by
InvestEngine.

These Disclosures are made available on our website. InvestEngine may amend this statement
from time to time by updating this page. You should check this page from time to time to ensure
that you are happy with any changes.

Investments carry different kinds and degrees of risk. InvestEngine wants to help you
understand the complex subject of investment risk so that you can make the most informed
decisions possible with respect to your InvestEngine Investments.

The text below describes certain key risks associated (to differing extent in different
circumstances and with varying predictability) with the investments (exchange‑traded funds)
used by InvestEngine in providing our services. The risks set out here are not exhaustive and
other risks may be relevant or arise in the future.

If you are in any doubt about the risks involved in investing or the services that InvestEngine
provides, please ask us or seek independent financial advice.

The value of your investments and income can go down as well as up

When investing, there is always the risk that your investments and the income generated from
them could fall in value as well as rise.

Leaving your savings with a bank or other deposit‑taking institution as cash may seem a
relatively ‘safe’ option, there is the risk that the real value of your savings is reduced by the
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effects of inflation. The interest rate you earn on your savings account must at least equal the
prevailing rate of inflation, or you will lose money in real terms.

Investing in things that are not cash increases risk and there is not always guarantee of returns.
Share prices fall as well as rise. Companies can run into financial difficulty. Even governments
sometimes struggle to repay their debts. Property prices can fall. Everyone looking to make an
investment does so for the opportunity to make positive returns but in doing so, they must also
accept the possibility that they may end up with less money than they originally put in.

The potential returns from an investment are, to some degree, linked to the risk an individual
investor is willing to accept. In general, the higher the risk, the higher the potential return an
investor could potentially receive— though this isn’t always the case in practice.

Unfortunately, taking on more risk in the hope of achieving a greater return also increases, the
chance of losing money. None of the investments provided by InvestEngine are risk‑free, and
you may therefore get back less than you initially invest. While our objective is to select
investments with the potential to achieve the optimal level of return for your accepted level of
risk, there can be no guarantees that the investment strategy will succeed.

The risks

You should be aware that the price and value of any investments, and the income (if any) from
them, can fluctuate and may fall. You may get back less than the amount you originally invested
or even lose the full amount. Any income generated from ETFs can vary depending on such
events as changes to interest rates and the dividends the underlying securities pay. Information
on past performance, and forecasts where given, are not a reliable indicator of future results or
performance.

Government policy, political events, social issues and public sentiments may have
wide‑reaching consequences for the value of investments.

Exchange rate and interest rate fluctuations may have an adverse effect on the value of
investments. If the underlying holdings of your InvestEngine investments are in a currency which
is different to the denominated currency of your InvestEngine account, you will face currency
risk.

Liquidity risk arises when the value of an investment cannot be realised quickly because there
are insufficient buyers in the market. For instance, in a falling market an investor may be unable
to sell quickly without accepting a much reduced price — or at all. Liquidity risk is limited for
InvestEngine products, as our ETF universe is made up of highly liquid ETFs.

Exchange‑traded fund (ETF)

With InvestEngine, you can only invest in exchange‑traded funds (‘ETFs’) — and
exchange-traded commodities (ETCs) for assets like gold and other precious metals. ETFs are
investment funds, traded like shares, which hold investment assets such as shares and bonds.
ETFs normally closely track the performance of a financial index, and as such their value and
income can go down as well as up (and you may get back less than you invested). Some ETFs
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rely on complex investment techniques or hold riskier underlying assets to achieve their
objectives.

Index risk

Most ETFs are designed to match the performance of a financial index and are therefore
described as ‘passive’ investments. Such ETFs aren’t actively managed, for example they won’t
sell a a company’s shares if the company is in financial trouble — unless the share is removed
from the index. This means that the ETF will move up and down with the index and the ETF
manager will not take defensive positions, or sell losing positions, in a market downturn. This
also means that the manager won’t increase exposure to positions that it anticipates increasing
in value. This lack of active management means that investors’ fortunes are primarily related to
the performance of the index. The best way for an investor to deal with index risk is to
understand what is in the index and the rules governing what goes into, or out of the index, as
covered in the ETFs documentation which is available on our platform.

Tracking error

In addition to their investment being exposed to the movements of the index, investors are also
at risk from the ETF not matching the performance of the index, known as tracking error.

Tracking error is the difference between the performance, or return, of the ETFs portfolio and
the underlying index. One key reason for tracking error is that An ETF has a management fee
and other expenses that an index doesn’t have. The frequency of these transactions, such as
how often an ETF rebalances its portfolio, can increase the costs that increase tracking error
and diminish an ETFs performance.

Certain ETFs may exhibit tracking error because the weights of securities in their portfolios get
out of line with those in the index because of lags in updating index weights. When the weights
are based on market capitalisation, this will not be much of a problem, because the weights are
tied to the capitalisation of the stocks, and if a stock moves up in price in the index, that will be
captured in the ETF. The difficulty arises when an ETF assigns weights by another means, such
as equal weighting or some arbitrary method of weighting. In these cases, changes in the values
of the securities in the index may not show up in the ETF until it is rebalanced, where the ETFs
securities are adjusted to match those in the index. This lag can induce tracking error.

Another source of tracking error comes from the fact that many ETFs do not hold all the
securities that make up the index. There are two ways for an ETF to track an index. The first is
replication, where the ETF holds all the securities in an index in the same proportions as in the
index. The second is by representative sampling, where the ETF uses a sampling methodology
to select securities that it believes will provide the same performance as the entire portfolio. This
methodology usually produces larger tracking errors than if the ETF buys the whole index.

Counterparty risk

ETFs do not always hold the physical assets. If the investment bank providing the future/option
fails, the ETF will lose part or all of the money it has invested.
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Managed Portfolios: Key Features

Fractional Investments

With InvestEngine you are able to invest in fractions of a share or security (Fractional
Investments). This allows you to invest in smaller amounts than you otherwise would, as the
price of a share in some of the investments available on our Platform would otherwise far
exceed the minimum investment size.

Fractional investments do however carry some additional risks to whole-share investments. Due
to the nature of a fractional, you will be allotted the proportionate value of a share you have
invested in, rather than the whole of the share itself. This means that your fraction only exists
within the InvestEngine Platform and you will be unable to transfer out any fractional investment.
Depending on market factors and liquidity, the purchase or sale of a fraction may take longer
than a full share, and prices may have moved more than anticipated when creating an order.

Tax

The tax treatment of an ETF is subject to change, which could affect your investment in the
future. In some cases, the returns from trading ETFs may potentially be subject to income tax
rather than capital gains tax. The ongoing tax liabilities are determined by both your individual
circumstances and the continued status of the ETF. If you are unsure of your tax position you
should consult a qualified tax adviser.

The buying and selling of ETFs for rebalancing purposes or investment decisions, will create
profit and losses within your portfolio. These transactions may therefore have an impact on your
Capital Gains Tax Annual (CGT) Allowance if they are held outside an ISA. You may need to
declare these profits or losses as part of your overall CGT calculation within your tax self
assessment.

Other risks

Other risks include, but are not limited to:

● Investors may not benefit from the same entitlements as if they held the shares
directly (e.g. voting rights).

● Investors cannot control the investments that are made by an ETF. This discretion is
held by the investment manager appointed by the ETF provider.

● Although an ETF may be denominated in a particular currency, underlying
investments may be held in other currencies and thus the ETF may be subject to
changes in the value of currencies.

● ETFs may be suspended from trading due to the closure of the underlying market or
due to the winding down of the fund.
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